June 2010
When: Wed. June 9th - Meeting at 7:00PM
Where: Chapter 526 Hangar, Auburn Airport
What: Subject: Making up hose ends - Greg
Duda

N E X T

BBQ Starts Prior to the Meeting at
6:00 PM. The Menu is
Pizza/Chicken/salad and desert
The Cost is $3.00

M E E T I N G

CONTACT !! June 2010
Greetings:
So much has happened in a month. Chapter 526 flew 48 Young Eagles a couple of Saturdays ago. We had Samson Motor Works show their “switchblade” motorcycle/airplane
concept at last month‟s meeting. It‟s a huge effort at aviation development funded by private
money, fueled by a man, his dream, and his support team. Now that‟s experimental spirit in
action! The weather has broken a little for more flying time, but still persists in dragging
Spring into a late season this year. Now we are about to sample density altitude again. Lynn
Cook‟s safety message last month was profound.
If you need to take off your jacket or sweater, you have an increase in density altitude that is worth heeding
to adjust your flight expectations. Stan has been flying off his 40 hours every other day or so in his brand
new shiny Rv-12 at Lincoln. I have had the pleasure of flying quite a bit more with several new student pilots
the last couple of months. Talk about some humbling times mixed in with a lot of fun…watch your airspeed!
You may have heard, the State of California, sometimes known as “the Republic of”, has decided to tax flight
schools and flight instructors to a tune that will put most of them out of business. And, that the FAA has decided all airplanes operating A, B, C, & D airspace will need special identification and location equipment installed to a tune of thousands of dollars, not in five years, but ten now, to give you a break. Meanwhile the
economy has started to boom……in your fondest fantasy! Mix all that up for one month and now you
know why people seem perplexed, confused, or even frightened sometimes.
Oh yes, forgot to tell you, we launched our new website, EAA CHAPTER 526. Rocky Green, you Rock!
Gee, thanks for blowing us away with all your effort. Thanks to Mitch and Cary, too for your help and contributions. Wow, it‟s alive and quite well! Now for the members, time to use it. Check it out!
(Contact Continued Page 2)
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(Contact Continued)
Now this month, we get even busier with the Golden West Regional fly-in at Yuba County Airport, or
Marysville as we know it. It may be a little more reserved this year than last due to fallout from the economy, but the show is going on and our Chapter will be there. There will be more Young Eagles to fly, both
at Golden West and here in Auburn. Lincoln Airport is hosting a traveling exhibit of WWII planes for an
open house. Remember they discount fuel once a month at KLHM on the “exhibition” weekend. At our
next meeting, Greg Duda is going to explain in a show and tell all about hoses and installation procedures for
aircraft.
Final preparations for the crusade back to AirVenture in Oshkosh are underway. We have resubmitted our
Charitable Non-Profit paperwork to the Feds for review, narrowing down the remaining few issues to resolve, hopefully soon! Auburn‟s Air Fair will be held at KAUN in July just prior to AirVenture. The rain is
finally going to dissipate and more CAVU skies will inspire us to take flight around the valley and beyond. .
Even with all that is going on, I often think about how flying is a remarkable activity. Founded in freedom,
seeking freedom, and giving freedom. It is a vulnerable activity, yet so empowering. Everyday we are being
closed in by encroachments to that freedom in the form of more and more regulations, taxes, limitations,
boundaries, economics, security, and you name it. For aviation, more is not necessarily better. Less weight
is better, more power is better…for instance. Less fuel burn, more efficiency? More responsibility, less possibility? What does it matter? Well, what matters is that those of us who participate in this thing called aviation take responsibility for operating in the best way we can to benefit ourselves and society. It‟s our job to
do the right things, and to tell those who don‟t understand it, how they can appreciate it and support it, even
if they don‟t care or aren‟t capable.
That‟s our job, my friends. As members of EAA we are the lifeblood of this movement called aviation that
is continuously changing the world to be a better place. Yes, I believe that, and I know you do, too. So take
your place front and center in the game. Get involved, show up, have something to say, stand back and appreciate a fine flying machine or the person who can use it. Share your passion with us and them. Come to
our next meeting for a delicious picnic dinner and some hands on airplane education. We will be having fun
at the airport with people who have the same passionate dream of flying that you do.
We‟ll see you there! It‟s going to be a beautiful early summer evening with a lot of really cool people.
Might see some airplanes, or even a couple of loud helicopters. I promise.
Respectfully yours,
David Consbruck
President, Chapter 526
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Opening:
The May 12, 2010 regular meeting of the EAA CHAPTER 526 was called to order by David Consbruck,
President at 7:04PM at the Auburn Chapter Hangar.
Present:
Officers: David Consbruck, President, Cary Selden,
Vice President, Milt Ciarlariello, Treasurer, Dan Wojdac, Director, Rocky Green (acting Secretary) Director, Bill Turpie, Director and Ivan Karnezis, Wearing
Apparel Chair.
Members: 45 regular members were in attendance.
Guests: Edward Sweeney and son Mark, Owner of
Aero Car - John Gibson, Golden West Representative Peter and Maryann Blodget, “SwitchBlade” Samson Motorworks - George and Jennifer visitors from Alta Sierra
Approval of Minutes: Approval of last month‟s minutes will be held off until the June Meeting.
Project Reports:
Velocity; Jack Reported that due to other priorities, he
was unable to do much work on this aircraft. - Jabiru;
did not have much happening since the last meeting. RV12; Stan Kisbey has completed the RV12 and has already taken it for its first flight. Stan reports that the
plane flies very well and that it took him 15 months to
finish the project. He was congratulated by the Chapter.

Young Eagles: Young Eagles Coordinator Tom Brady was not available for tonight‟s
meeting and had Rocky Green stand in for him
for the Young Eagles update. Rock‟s presentation
included the fact that we have a Young Eagles
day coming this Saturday that would be operated
the same way as the last Young Eagles day (no
changes). However, a new item this weekend, to
take place the same time of Young Eagles, was
the new adult “Learn to Fly Day”. Rocky reviewed the fact that no EAA insurance would be
available to anyone flying adults within this program. Despite the insurance issue, He made a
plea for more Pilots to handle both programs.
Bill Turpie also added the need for Pilots and
Ground helpers. Marty Maisel advised that he
would not be able to assist with either of the
events but that he would make himself available
to teach another volunteer how to operate the

FLY-IN EVENTS etc. :
June 4-6 Columbia
Cessna 195 Fly In
Weekend get together and flying for 195 owners
and those interested in Cessna‟s classiest airplane

New Members:
President Consbruck introduced Peter Requa to
potential members and advised them to see Peter after
the meeting if they wish to join our chapter.
Treasury Report: Milt Ciarlariello (Treasurer)
announced that we have $5,348 in our current account
prior to distributing a few small checks at the start of
the meeting. This total does not include the money donated by members for the bar-b-que prior to tonight‟s
meeting.

Chapter 526
YOUNG EAGLES CALENDAR 2010
Rain days are exactly one week later for Mar thru Aug.
Flights Begin at 08:00 and end at 1300 Volunteers should
arrive early for setup. *Rain Day Sep 18th & Oct 16th
Pilots should arrive early for an event briefing

Sat Jun 12, 2010

Sun Aug 15, 2010

Sat Jul 17, 2010

Sun Sep 12, 2010*
Sat Oct 09, 2010*
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Project for sale. Thorpe T18 90% complete. 916-791-4835, Ask
for John
Last month's Mystery Aviation Personality was Clarence Gilbert
(C.G.) Taylor. The Taylor Brothers Aircraft Manufacturing
Corp. was enticed to move to Bradford, PA by local investor
and oilman William Piper. Piper bought the company's assets in 1931 and reorganized it as the Taylor Aircraft Company but a dispute over the design of their new aircraft resulted in Piper buying out Taylor's
contract. Later, a fire in the company's facilities led to a move to Lockhaven, PA and the change of the
company's name to the Piper Aircraft Corporation in 1937, removing all signs of a connection to C.G.
Taylor. Over 19,000 aircraft (variants of the J-2/J-3 Piper Cub) based on Taylor's design were built.

Lincoln Airport and the LRAA (Lincoln Regional Airport Association) will be holding an Aircraft Display Day on the 20th
of February and then the 3rd Saturday of every month thereafter from 8 until 12 noon. The 3rd Saturday for June is the
18th. Also, discount fuel price of $2.99 per gallon will be honored Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Golden West has changed the On Line Sign In Process for Volunteers. The new process includes a personal log in and permits the volunteer to
update the form which includes personal information and type of volunteer work preferred. Since the Sign In Process is new, it would be greatly appreciated if you will take a few minutes to sign on. If you find the process confusing please let Peter Requa or Cary Selden know and we‟ll see what we can do
the correct the issue. Our #s on back page

2010 Golden West Regional Fly-In

Annual Debrief
Saturday June 26, 10:00 AM

2010 Golden West Regional Fly-In
June 11,12,&13, 2010
Yuba County Airport (MYV)

The Theme This Year is:

"Higher, ever higher"
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(Minutes Continued(

(Minutes)

“Wind Tunnel” for Young Eagles participants.

D. Chapter 526 Web Site: Members
were advised about the new website now in progress that should be coming on line next week. Dave
also mentioned that anyone who was currently
working on a project that would like to show their
project on the web site should leave their name and
phone number on the clip- boards (being passed
Presidents Report:
around). Additional clip boards also included inforNew Auburn Airport Manager position
mation for members that would act as volunteer
now official: David Consbruck announced that Ivan
“technical resources” for flight or aircraft repair. A
Karnezis has been selected as the new Auburn Airthird clip board (also being passed around at the
port Manager. Ivan, a chapter 526 member, took a
meeting) was to identify members that would loan
minute to thank everyone that helped him get the
special tools and sell specific parts relative to aircraft
position and specifically mentioned David Consbruck
inventory.
for telling him about the opening. Ivan also advised
Next Board Meeting: Next Board meeting
everyone that he would be working under contract as
has
been
changed to Tuesday, July 6th (due to July 4th
a “Part Time” Manager for the airport and that he
hoped that during his “business hours”, people would weekend)
Safety Presentation: Lynn Cook made a
feel free to advise him about any airport issues.
A. Air Academy: The Chapter is sending to Safety presentation regarding high / low pressure
youngsters to the Air Academy in Oshkosh this year. and temperature regarding the changes made to
your altimeter.
David Maxom and Joe Johnson (Dick Rupe‟s grandson) will be our young representatives at the acadAgenda Items for next meeting:
emy this year.
June Program; Greg Duda sponsor
B. 501 C3 Report: The second response
Subject and Presenter
was received from the IRS and it was a “typical govSafety subject and presenter
ernment” document. Despite these new small issues,
our Lawyer thinks the turnaround will be short and
Approval of April and May Chapter minutes
we are much closer to becoming a 501 C3 organization.
Adjournment: - The meeting was adC. Golden West: John Gibson was introjourned at 7:29PM by Dave Consbruck. The next
duced and made a presentation on the Golden West
th
Event that will take place at Marysville on June 11, 12, general meeting will be on June 9 at 7:00pm.
and 13. John indicated that they were still looking for
volunteers and he encouraged everyone to go to
Switchblade” - Samson Motors Inc. introtheir (Golden West) web site to get more informaduced a model of their proposed new Motorcycle
plane called Switchblade. This proposed aircraft,
tion about the event.
demonstrated by video and a replica (model), were
presented to chapter members as a means of general
(Minutes Continued Next Column)
aviation interest and or possible purchase at a future
date.
Name Tags / Wearing Apparel: Dave
Consbruck also reminded members to see Bill Turpie
for name-tags and Ivan Karnezis for Wearing Apparel
(chapter shirts & hats). Ivan indicated that Hats were
still available for $9.00.
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ers believe it is limited by a lack of commercial opportunity, but to quote George Washington Carver,
Many have built businesses around manufacturing
and selling LSA aircraft, kits, engines and accessories;
others have profited from publishing books and software about the rules and how to obtain the airman‟s
certificate. There are those who have found opportunities as flight instructors. These are all ways to
turn a seemingly non-commercial set of rules into
Some of you may be aware that a couple of years ago
profits.
I took the Light Sport Repairman Maintenance
This peanut has revealed much to me in the form of
Course. I gave some thought to either a chapter
the Light Sport Repairman with a Maintenance rating
presentation or newsletter article but, decided that
for airplanes (LSRM-A). With 120 hours of training, a
both were beyond my skill set. A few weeks the
qualified person can perform maintenance and annual
writer of the following article sent a copy to all of us
condition inspections on Special Light Sport Aircraft
that attended the course and I immediately made a
request of John that I be able to present his article in (S-LSA) and Experimental Light Sport Aircraft (ELSA). As an LSRM, the holder of the certificate can
the Chapter‟s News Letter and as you see, he sadi
yes. He also sent some pictures. Hope you enjoy the maintain their aircraft and also perform such work
for hire. The LSRM rules do not allow the holder to
article and of course, thanks to John Craparo
maintain or inspect Standard Category LSA qualified
aircraft like the Ercoupe 415C, Luscombe 8A or
Piper J3 Cub. There is a 16 hour course that allows
the holder of that privilege to perform condition inspections on their E-LSA, this is the Light Sport Repairman with an Inspection rating (LSRI). It does not
qualify the holder to work as a repairman for hire or
work on an S-LSA.

“Fall in love with the peanut and soon it
will reveal all of its secrets to you.”
John S. Craparo, EAA Life Member
Since the advent of the Light Sport rules in 2004,
many have benefited from its versatility. Sadly, oth-

While attending AirVenture a few years ago, I
stopped at the Rainbow Aviation Services booth. I‟d
recently read Carol and Brian Carpenter‟s book,
Sport Pilot Airplane: a complete guide. Their firm was
offering the first FAA approved LSRM-A training program. Unfortunately, my work schedule would not
allow me to attend the 120 hour course over three
consecutive weeks. The Carpenter‟s took my information and I grabbed a brochure. That spell-binding
pamphlet shifted back and forth across my desk for
months. Two years after our brief discussion, Carol
telephoned. “Hi John, still interested in the 120 hour
repairman course, I just received word from the
FAA that we can offer it over three non-consecutive
weeks?” I was impressed with the follow-up. My deposit was mailed the next morning.
(Continued on Page 7)
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(LSRM Course - Continued From Page 6)

I attended at Oshkosh, WI for the first week of class
in September and then at Corning, CA for the second and third weeks in October and February, respectively. This gave me the unique opportunity to
experience the course at the headquarters of both
the EAA and Rainbow Aviation Services.
My LSRM class included a diverse group. Included
were a recent high school graduate starting a career,
a Designated Pilot Examiner, a US Air Force veteran
of the Iraq war currently employed by one of the
new LSA airplane companies, a circuit court judge
running for re-election, the owner of an LSA manufacturing company and several doctors of both the
medical and research species. Experienced home
builders and general enthusiasts like me rounded out
the group. All proved talented when it came to the
work that brought us together. The cohort size is
kept to about twelve people.
Much of the work is done in teams and pre-planning
is done by the staff to match experienced people
with those who are a bit greener. My mechanic experience was limited to a flivver project. I completed the ground up restoration of a 1930 Model A
Ford ten years earlier; however, no prior experience
is needed to enter the program, not even a pilot certificate. Camaraderie formed quickly, everyone was
eager to learn, and patience was the norm. No one
was left behind.

.course,

the minimum time required and an abridged
list of the elements:

Gabe Dellaventura and John team up to properly tension an aileron control wire during the fi rst week of class. (photo Jason
Golden)

Module 1 (Core) is a sixteen hour Regulatory Maintenance Overview unit including elements on the ASTM
consensus standards by which LSA are certified, requirements of the rules governing LSRM, record
keeping , and safety.
Module 2 (Core) is a twenty-four hour Airframe General unit including elements on hands on weight and
balance, performance of minor repairs and alterations, inspection of structures, and the electrical system.

While I worked toward the Airplane rating, Rainbow
also offers this training for Weight Shift and Powered
Parachute aircraft. Lighter-than-Air and Glider are
future possibilities governed by the rule (FAA Order
8000.84A). An individual can earn any aircraft rating
or a combination. The hours and cost would differ,
but again, therein lays the versatility. The rating includes three Core modules and at least one Elective
(choose one or more Airplane, Weight Shift, Powered Parachute). Each module includes a mix of lec- One team works to get an accurate revised weight & balance on
a Kit Fox as they lift a wing so a scale can be placed under the
ture and hands-on practical experience.
main landing gear. (photo John Craparo)

Here is a brief view of the modules in the Airplane

(LSRM Course Continued Page 8)
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(LSRM Course Continued from Page 7)

Module 3 (Core) is a forty-five hour Engine and Propeller unit including elements on 2 and 4 cycle engines, service and inspections, trouble-shooting, propeller theory and maintenance, propeller repairs,
electrical and mechanical engine instruments, and
accessory removal and replacement.
Module 4 (Elective) is a thirty-five hour Airplane
Class unit including elements on theory and operation

Rotax has audited the Rainbow course and after a
student passes a Rotax specific comprehensive examination a Service Specialty certificate is issued to LSRM
-A graduates. Rotax determined Rainbow properly
prepares its graduates to perform line maintenance
on the 912 line of engines. The Service Specialty and
LSRM-A program are pre-requisites for Rotax Heavy
Maintenance training and certification. Rainbow
wants to insure its program is robust and provides
broader privilege potential.
Our textbooks consisted of specially prepared slides,
the FAA‟s Aircraft Inspection, Repair & Alterations: acceptable methods, techniques & practices (sic) - FAA AC
43.13-1B/2B, and various manufacturer and aircraft
parts manuals. Supplemental material included EAA
videos and FAA FAAST online courses completed as
homework in the computer lab. All materials and
textbooks used in the course are included in the tuition. You have the option of bringing some of your
own hand tools. Carol and Brian act as a teaching
team and their technical assistant, Jason Golden, provides practical advice on everything from looking up
part numbers to teaching proper wing stitching technique.

Both locations offered three settings -- a classroom, a
lab, and a hangar. Safety is emphasized at all times.
Lectures and many workbook exercises are conducted in the classroom. Carol‟s lectures center
around regulations and jurisdiction, use of checklists,
Everett Perkins proudly shows off his spark plug rack
aluminum fabrication project. (photo John Craparo)
compliance with Safety Directives, aircraft type certification, tools, workshop safety, ASTM Consensus
Standards, sound business practices, and record keepof flight controls (remember there is no requirement ing. The exercises include continuous emphasis on
to be a pilot in order to earn this certificate), aircraft
finding current maintenance procedures for particular
rigging of flight controls, inspection, removal and recovering of cloth on wings and tail surfaces, removal aircraft, compliance with manufacturer instructions
and directives, and writing proper logbook entries.
and installation of the engine and accessories, trouble shooting and adjustment of carburetors and magLab work includes setting up an online IACRA acnetos, composite materials and repairs.
count and starting the 8610-2 rating application for
While designed around light maintenance and inspec- issuance of the certificate by the FAA. In the bench
tions, the potential for broader privileges exist. Un- lab, activities like safety wiring of carburetors and
propeller hubs
der the rules, an LSRM can take on heavy maintenance if they receive specific training and a Letter of
Authorization from the manufacturer of the LSA aircraft. An LSRM can potentially do engine overhauls.

(LSRM Course Continued on Page 9)
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In the bench lab, activities like safety wiring of carburetors and propeller hubs
takes place. One exercise had the class measure,
identify and find the part numbers for about sixty
bolts, nuts, rivets and other hardware items. Emphasis was placed on accurate measurement and metal
identification. Here we also analyzed the contents of
oil filters using various chemical re-agents. Tube fitting, fastening and fabrication were practiced and we
built out a pitot static system with working instruments. Two lab projects involved fabricating complex aluminum parts from plans which required calculations to insure accurate cutting and bending. The
metal brake was used to form the parts with the
correct placement and radius of bends. Parts were
attached with bucked rivets. Individual work was
rated based on proper symmetry, riveting technique
and compliance with the strict plan tolerances. One
quickly realizes how lopsided a complex part becomes due to a one millimeter measuring error.
We had access to a variety of airplanes and large assemblies in the hangar including a new Remos, a Kitfox, an experimental Ranger, a Diamond motorglider and a Standard Category Ercoupe. Worked
involved engine accessories. This included retiming
magnetos, gapping piston rings, performing compression checks and synchronizing dual carburetors on
the Rotax 912 series engine. We practiced doing full
weight and balance calculations after placing aircraft
on scales; repairs and balancing were conducted on
wood, metal and composite propellers; rib stitching
and fabric repairs were completed, and inspection
holes, drains and covers were installed. One element included repairs to fiberglass surfaces after
Brian used an auger bit to form a nice gash in a complex curved part like a salvaged wheel fairing or wing
tip. After scarfing the surface around our damaged
part, we did an epoxy and glass cloth multi-layer repair to bring it back to original condition per 43.131B 3-3.

Sanding and finishing were required and a grade was
assigned for difficulty of the repair, its strength and
the aesthetic result.
Practical elements of the students work are continuously graded over the 120 hours. The instructors
never hesitate to say, “Do the whole thing over
please” nor do they hesitate to sit down and help you
though the rough spots. On the last day of the
course, a timed fifty question FAA multiple choice
written examination is conducted. By the time the
exam comes around, the student is well prepared to
pass.
The course and elective modules are offered several
times a year both at EAA headquarters in Oshkosh,
WI and at Rainbow headquarters in Corning, CA.
Rainbow also offers the 16 hour LSRI discussed earlier in the article. Comfortable value-priced accommodations are plentiful minutes from both venues.
Drive-time to either location is about two hours from
the major airports serving Oshkosh and Corning.
Downtime can be spent exploring things like the EAA
aviation museum, meeting new people at barbeque fly
-ins and pancake breakfasts, touring aircraft factories,
and even taking a tour of an olive farm and processing
facility in Corning. Who would have known that all
olives are soaked in lye to make them edible! Many of
these group activities are arranged in advance by
Rainbow.
Adding to the versatility of the LSRM rating, the
holder of the certificate can log all worked performed
and after 30 months apply to take the licensing examination for A&P. The LSRM attests to their own work
and does not have to work as an apprentice or attend
a resident course of study. One of Rainbow‟s former
students received his A&P this way.
The course is challenging and fast paced. It is taught
by intelligent, interesting and caring people who are
tremendous advocates of general aviation and the
Sport Pilot movement. I fell in love with this peanut
and it will certainly turn into gold as I continue to gain
experience.

WEBSITE : www.eaa526.org
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To contribute information to the newsletter, email to EAA526NewsLetter@aol.com with „EAA526‟ in the
subject line Most common document or image types shouldn‟t be a problem.

EAA Chapter 526 meets the
second Wednesday of every
month at the east end of the
Auburn Airport (hangar #115)
at 7:00pm. To join, just show
up at a meeting or call Peter
Requa at (916) 645-7592.

